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Abstract: Germanium has emerged as an exceptionally promising material for spintronics and quantum information applications, with significant fundamental advantages over silicon. However, efforts to create atomic-scale devices using donor atoms as qubits have largely focused on phosphorus in silicon. Positioning phosphorus in silicon with atomic-scale precision requires a thermal incorporation anneal, but the low success rate for this step has been shown to be a fundamental limitation prohibiting the scale-up to large-scale devices. Here, we present a comprehensive study of arsine (AsH₃) on the germanium (001) surface. We show that, unlike any previously studied dopant precursor on silicon or germanium, arsenic atoms fully incorporate into substitutional surface lattice sites at room temperature. Our results pave the way for the next generation of atomic-scale donor devices combining the superior electronic properties of germanium with the enhanced properties of arsenic/germanium chemistry that promises scale-up to large numbers of deterministically placed qubits.

Introduction

Germanium is experiencing a strong resurgence of interest for the fabrication of (opto-)electronic, spintronic, and quantum technological devices.\[1,2\] Compared to silicon, germanium has a higher electron mobility,\[3\] stronger spin-orbit coupling,\[4\] larger Bohr radius,\[4\] larger Stark effect,\[5\] and is relatively insensitive to exchange coupling oscillations.\[6,7\] In addition, germanium can be made free of nuclear spin by isotopic enrichment.\[8\] Donors in germanium have long coherence times\[9,10\] and germanium is already used in high-performance electronics.

Electron spins localized on donor atoms in semiconductors form excellent two-level quantum systems (qubits).\[11\] Assembling individual donors to form devices requires the positioning of potentially thousands of donors with atomic-scale precision.\[12\] This necessitates a detailed understanding of the chemical processes involved, and the ability to produce substitutional donor atoms at atomically precise locations with extremely high fidelity. The most successful approach to date is phosphorus in silicon using phosphine (PH₃) as the donor precursor, and an atomically-patterned hydrogen resist.\[13\] Among the many devices that have been fabricated using this technique are the celebrated single-atom transistor\[14\] and a few donor device where two-qubit operations were demonstrated via exchange coupling.\[15\]

A critical step in the scale-up to large numbers of donor qubits is incorporating the donor atoms into the surface layer.\[15\] For all of the systems investigated to date—phosphine on silicon\[13,15\] and germanium,\[19\] and arsine (AsH₃) on silicon\[20\]—a thermal anneal is required to achieve this surface incorporation. However, this anneal can also provide an opportunity for the donor species to desorb. The probability of successfully incorporating phosphorus into silicon using a hydrogen resist was studied by two independent groups and determined to be \(P_{\text{incorp}} \approx 70\%\).\[21,22\] Since the probability for successfully fabricating \(N\) qubits scales as \(P_{\text{incorp}}^N\), this means that even for a modest \(50\) qubit device, the success rate using phosphorus in silicon can be anticipated to be as low as \(1\) in 10⁶.

Here, we show that at room temperature, arsenic atoms fully incorporate into the germanium surface layer from adsorbed arsine molecules. Remarkably, and unlike all previously studied systems, no thermal anneal is required for the incorporation of arsenic into germanium. Thus, the donor incorporation probability is unity, suggesting that arsenic on germanium offers a path to the creation of large-
Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows an overview STM image of a Ge(001) surface dosed with arsine at room temperature. Rows of germanium dimers run horizontally across the image and form either a buckled c(4 × 2) configuration or a more symmetric appearing 2 × 1 configuration. Features related to arsine dosing are highlighted by boxes. These features appear different from defects observed on the clean surface and from common surface contaminants, and are only ever seen after we expose the Ge(001) surface to arsine. The brightest features that we observe present a single protrusion on top of a dimer row and in the position mid-way between two neighbouring dimers (Figure 1b). This feature does not conform to any of the anticipated arsine adsorbate [AsH\(_x\) + (3− x)H] configurations\(^{[14, 15, 19, 20]}\) (see Supporting Information), but is an excellent match to a germanium ad-dimer in a “B” site configuration\(^{[24, 25]}\) (Figure 1c).

Moreover, we occasionally observe these features shifting position on the surface (see white and black arrows on Figures 1j–m), which is another known characteristic of germanium ad-dimers at room temperature.\(^{[24–26]}\) The existence of germanium ad-dimers implies that arsenic atoms have incorporated into the surface from the adsorbed arsine molecules, displacing germanium atoms onto the surface in the process.

We next turn our attention to the most abundant feature after arsine dosing; this feature appears as two adjacent dark dimers, and two examples are highlighted in Figure 1d. Close inspection reveals that this feature is not perfectly symmetric, but instead it appears slightly less dark in one corner. We assign this feature to a fully dissociated arsine molecule, resulting in a surface-incorporated arsenic atom and three adsorbed hydrogen atoms forming a hydrogen-terminated arsenic-germanium heterodimer (As–Ge–H\(^{[14]}\)) and a germanium monohydride dimer (H–Ge–Ge–H). This structure is illustrated in Figure 1e and we label it m1. This feature images less brightly than the surrounding clean germanium dimers due to the absence of the germanium dimer π-bonds caused by the adsorption of the three hydrogen atoms, and the formation of a lone pair on the arsenic atom. The slightly less-dark site in one corner of the feature can be attributed to the arsenic atom.

In Figures 1f, g we highlight two other arsine features that we label t1 and h1. Both features are three dimers wide. The t1 feature exhibits a complicated appearance and spans...
two dimer rows (Figure 1f), while the h1 feature exhibits a single dark dimer adjacent to two protrusions positioned asymmetrically about the dimer row (Figure 1g). We observe transitions between these, and several other three-dimer wide features, as shown in Figures 1h–m. By analogy with the m1 feature, we readily assign the h1 feature to a hydrogen-terminated arsenic-germanium heterodimer (As–Ge–H) and two adsorbed hydrogen atoms; however, in this case, the two hydrogen atoms are adsorbed to the ends of two neighbouring dimers to form two germanium hemihydride dimers (Ge–Ge–H), rather than to a single dimer as was the case for m1. The two protrusions observed in the STM image are produced by the two clean germanium atoms of the hemihydride dimers, as highlighted by the orange circles in structural schematic in Figure 1n.

In the next image, Figure 1i, one of the two asymmetric protrusions has changed from the top of the dimer row to the bottom. We attribute this change to one hydrogen atom moving from one side of the germanium dimer to the other, as illustrated by structure h2 in Figure 1p. Similarly, in Figure 1j we see that the second asymmetric protrusion has now also changed sides, which can be attributed to the second hydrogen moving to the other side of its germanium protrusions has changed from the top of the dimer row to the bottom. We attribute this change to one hydrogen atom moving from one side of the germanium dimer to the other, as illustrated by structure h2 in Figure 1p. Similarly, in Figure 1j we see that the second asymmetric protrusion has now also changed sides, which can be attributed to the second hydrogen moving to the other side of its germanium protrusion. We explain this change as being caused by the capture of a single germanium monomer at the clean germanium ends of the two hemihydride dimers in an end-bridge bonding configuration, as shown schematically in Figure 1r and labelled g1.

The subsequent transition, observed in Figure 1k is, at first consideration, rather unexpected. Here the two protrusions of the two clean germanium atoms of the hemihydride dimers of structure h3 merge together to form a single protrusion. We explain this change as being caused by the capture of a single germanium monomer at the clean germanium ends of the two hemihydride dimers in an end-bridge bonding configuration, as shown schematically in Figure 1r and labelled g1.

Figure 1m shows the final transition in the set, where the feature has now become the two-dimer row spanning feature t1 already mentioned (Figure 1f). Here, it appears that the protrusion produced by the monomer of the g1 feature observed in Figure 1k has increased in size and intensity, and that our feature has now locally pinned a phason defect (i.e., a defect where two neighbouring dimers become statically buckled in the same direction[27, 28]) on the adjacent dimer row. However, we do not expect the spontaneous local pinning of a phason except at very low temperatures[24, 29] Thus, we propose a chemical origin for this pinning, specifically the capture of a second germanium monomer to form a dimer-trough bridging germanium dimer, as shown in Figure 1s. This structure explains both the enlargement of the protrusion at the site of the monomer in structure g1, and the dimer pinning that causes the phason-like defect. We further note that the appearance of the trough-bridging dimer of this feature very closely matches that observed in germanium deposition experiments.[24, 25]

The transitions h3→g1 and g1→t1 involve the dynamic capture of germanium monomers. These monomers are bound in g1 or t1 features but are occasionally able to overcome the diffusion barriers at room temperature to leave one feature and be captured at another. Two examples of such transitions where we identify both the source and the destination of a transiting germanium monomer are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows an STM image where a t1 and g1 feature are separated by a space of three dimers in the horizontal direction, and a single germanium dimer row in the vertical direction, as illustrated in Figure 2c. Figure 2b shows a subsequent image of the same area of the surface, where we see the t1 feature has become a g1 feature and vice versa, mediated by the exchange of a germanium monomer between them. We observed this exchange several times back and forth in successive STM images, confirming the reversibility of these transitions. Another example of such an exchange is shown in Figures 2d,e. These observations demonstrate that germanium monomers are highly mobile along the direction of the dimer rows at room temperature in agreement with previous reports[24, 25, 30] and the structural schematic in Figure 1n.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**Figure 2.** Exchange of a germanium monomer between two As–Ge–H heterodimer features (t1 and g1). a) STM image where a t1 feature is seen to the centre-left of the image and a g1 feature is seen centre-right, as indicated. b) A subsequent STM image of the same region of the surface shown in panel (a); here we see that the t1 feature has changed to g1, and the g1 feature has changed to t1. c) Schematic diagram showing the arrangement and positioning of the t1 and g1 features as they appear in panel (a). d), e) Two successive STM images where another such monomer exchange was observed between t1 and g1 features. Image parameters: a), b), d), e) −1.5 V, 200 pA, z-range: 140 pm, a), b) 8 × 5 nm², d), e) 21 × 5 nm².
that monomer capture at a g1 site (to convert it to t1) occurs where the g1 feature exists on the neighboring row with its monomer directed toward the row on which the mobile monomer is diffusing.

We gain further insight into the dynamics of the surface by counting the feature transitions between successive STM images. Table 1 shows a count of transitions observed within a 50 × 50 nm² scan over a period of 12 hours. There is a strong symmetry to the table about the diagonal, as expected for reversible transitions. The largest number of transitions, 56% of the total number of observed transitions (129 out of 231), involve the shifting of hydrogen atoms across the dimer row to cause transitions among h1, h2, and h3 features. The next largest category are the monomer-dimer row to cause transitions among h1, h2, and h3 features, while the number of B site germanium ad-dimers is equivalent to 15% of the number of heterodimer features. Thus, noting that each t1 and ad-dimer feature contains two germanium atoms, we account for 35% of the germanium atoms ejected onto the surface results from the incorporation of arsenic.

As a further confirmation of our interpretation, we check that the densities of ejected germanium and incorporated arsenic are equal. Feature t1 is one of the most common features that we observe and this accounts for 30–11% of all arsenic-germanium heterodimer features (m1, h1–h3, g1, and t1) that we observe. The g1 features occur less frequently, accounting for 9±4% of heterodimer features, while the number of B site germanium ad-dimers is equivalent to 15±5% of the number of heterodimer features. Thus, noting that each t1 and ad-dimer feature contains two germanium atoms, we account for 99±35% of the germanium atoms ejected onto the surface results from the incorporation of arsenic.

Table 1: Transitions between features in successive STM images over a 12-hour period. The average time between images was 9 minutes, and the imaging parameters were −1.5 V, 200 pA. We group h1 and h3 into a single feature classification since experimentally it can be very difficult to delineate between them; transitions between h1 and h3 involve the shifting of both hydrogen atoms of the two hemihydride dimers to the opposite side of the dimer row. Similarly, we note that an alternate configuration of structure h2 exists, where the positions of the two hydrogen atoms are reversed to the opposite side of the dimer row, and we denote this configuration h2*. (Supporting Information Figure S1). Table 1 shows a count of transitions observed within a 50 × 50 nm² scan over a period of 12 hours. There is a strong symmetry to the table about the diagonal, as expected for reversible transitions. The largest number of transitions, 56% of the total number of observed transitions (129 out of 231), involve the shifting of hydrogen atoms across the dimer row to cause transitions among h1, h2, and h3 features. The next largest category are the monomer-dimer row to cause transitions among h1, h2, and h3 features, while the number of B site germanium ad-dimers is equivalent to 15% of the number of heterodimer features. Thus, noting that each t1 and ad-dimer feature contains two germanium atoms, we account for 35% of the germanium atoms ejected onto the surface results from the incorporation of arsenic.

The above time resolved STM images examining individual chemical and physical processes and their statistical analysis present compelling evidence for the correctness of the structural interpretations of the features that we presented in Figure 1. Here we present further confirmation of these assignments by also examining changes to the surface at elevated temperatures.

Figure 3a shows an image of a dosed surface after annealing to 140°C. Almost all the room temperature features have disappeared, except the m1 features. In their place, we find small, isolated patches of epitaxial germanium (Figure 3b), and features that appear as two dark dimers separated by a clean germanium dimer (Figure 3c). The presence of epitaxial germanium is evidence that the 140°C anneal provides sufficient energy for dimer diffusion and the formation of small epitaxial islands, consistent with previous reports.¹,²

The absence of all h1–h3 features demonstrates that this temperature is sufficient for isolated hydrogen atoms in hemihydride (Ge–H) configurations to shift from one dimer to the next. If we consider the h2 structure, illustrated in Figure 3d, we see two possibilities for such shifts indicated by the red and blue arrows, resulting in the conversion to an m1 feature (Figure 3e) or to a new structure, m2, shown schematically in Figure 3f. This structure (m2) has a Ge–As–H heterodimer and a single monohydride dimer, making it chemically similar to the m1 feature; however, in this case there is a single clean germanium dimer that separates the heterodimer and the monohydride dimer. The m2 structure has precisely the characteristics of the new features observed in our STM images after 140°C annealing (Figure 3c), i.e., two dark dimers separated by a clean germanium dimer.

Our DFT calculated energy for the m2 structure is −3.1 eV, which is the same as the m1 feature. Thus, the m1 and m2 features are both 0.3 eV more stable than any of the h1–h3 features; this means the reverse barrier for conversion of m1 and m2 back to h1–h3 is necessarily 0.3 eV larger than the forward barrier to form m1 and m2, explaining the conversion of the h1–h3 structures into m1 and m2.
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In Figure 3g we show a plot of the density of features between room temperature and 300°C. We have grouped the features h1–h3, g1, and t1 into a single curve and plot m1 and m2 separately. The m1 features are the most common feature on the room temperature surface, accounting for 37±8% of all As–Ge–H features. After the first anneal (140°C) we see the number of h1–h3, g1, and t1 features has fallen almost to zero, while there has been a rise in m1 features and a dramatic rise in m2 features. Upon annealing to higher temperatures up to 300°C we see the gradual disappearance of both m1 and m2 from the surface, which can be understood as the process where the hydrogen begins to diffuse away from the m1 and m2 features to form isolated monohydride dimers, leaving hydrogen-free arsenic-germanium heterodimers (As–Ge), as discussed below.

Figure 4a shows an STM image of the surface after annealing to 250°C. In this image we no longer see any of the features from either the room temperature or the 140°C annealed surface. Instead, we see features that appear to be a single dark dimer, highlighted in Figure 4c, and features that look like a single dimer that is strongly buckled, as highlighted in Figure 4d. These features are readily identifiable as monohydride dimers, and hydrogen-free arsenic-germanium heterodimers, respectively.[20,33]

Figure 4b shows an STM image of the surface after annealing to 420°C, and here we find the only surviving features are hydrogen-free arsenic-germanium heterodimers. The absence of hydrogen from this surface is consistent with the known desorption temperature of hydrogen from the monohydride phase on Ge(001) of 330°C.[34]

We show in Figure 4e another plot of the density of features (c.f. Figure 3f) on the surface as a function of anneal temperature up to 800°C. Here, we group together all of the observed incorporated arsenic features, i.e., h1–h3, m1, m2, g1, t1, into a single curve. We also plot the density of hydrogen-free arsenic-germanium heterodimers (As–Ge) and monohydride dimers (H–Ge–Ge–H). The density of
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**Figure 3.**

(a) STM image of arsine dosed Ge(001) after annealing to 140°C. 
(b) Epitaxial germanium. 
(c) m2 feature. 
(d) Schematic of a h2 feature highlighting the conversion to e) an m1 feature, and f) a m2 feature. 
(g) Plot of the feature count of all h1, h2, h3, g1, and t1 features, m1 features, and m2 features as a function of temperature up to 300°C. Image parameters: a), b) 29×25 nm², c) 6×4 nm², a), b), c) −1.5 V, 200 pA. z-range: a) 190 pm, b) 280 pm, c) 110 pm.

---

**Figure 4.**

STM images of the arsine dosed Ge(001) surface after annealing to a) 250°C and b) 420°C. Boxes on panel (a) highlight a monohydride dimer and arsenic-germanium heterodimer, respectively. 
(c) Structure and STM image of a monohydride dimer. 
(d) Structure and STM image of a hydrogen-free arsenic-germanium heterodimer. 
(e) Plot of the feature count of all hydrogen-terminated As–Ge–H heterodimer features (i.e., h1–h3, g1, t1, m1, and m2), monohydride features, and hydrogen-free As–Ge heterodimers features up to 800°C. The dashed line shows the total arsenic coverage estimated by the addition of the As–Ge–H and As–Ge lines. Image parameters: a), b) 27×19 nm², c), d) 3×4 nm², a), c), d) −1.5 V, 200 pA. b) −1.5 V, 200 pA. Z-range: a), c), d) 120 pm, b) 190 pm.
the h1–h3, m1, m2, g1, t1 arsenic features diminishes rapidly as we anneal the surface to above 200°C. Concomitant with their decrease is a rapid rise in the density of bare As–Ge heterodimers and isolated monohydride, as expected. The ratio of hydrogen to arsenic in the range 250–300°C is equal to the expected stoichiometric ratio of 3:1 to within our experimental uncertainties (accounting for two hydrogen atoms per monohydride). The dashed line indicates the total arsenic coverage, estimated by the addition of the h1–h3, m1, m2, g1, t1 and the As–Ge heterodimer features. This is likely an underestimate of the total arsenic coverage at the low temperature anneals since we have counted all single-dimer dark features as monohydride dimers (H–Ge–Ge–H), but some fraction of these may be isolated hydrogen-terminated As–Ge–H heterodimers. There is a slight systematic reduction in arsenic coverage for temperatures up to 500°C, and dramatic reduction at our highest temperature of 800°C. The low temperature arsenic decrease can be attributed to arsenic diffusion into the bulk, even arsenic in the second layer beneath the surface will not appear in our measurement) while above 500°C we anticipate also arsenic desorption from the surface in the form of As3 molecules, as is known to occur for desorption of P2 molecules from the silicon (001) surface between 670 and 820°C.[17] We note in regards to fabrication of quantum devices, no thermal annealing is required until after the incorporated arsenic atoms are encapsulated by at least a lacking layer of germanium epitaxial overgrowth.[20] such that no arsenic desorption will occur, and the overgrowth temperature will need to be optimised in order to limit any diffusion of the arsenic donors during encapsulation and recrystallisation.

Our results show arsenic on germanium represents a marked departure from all previously studied donor precursors on silicon and germanium. In all previously studied systems an incorporation anneal (typically 350°C) is required in order for the donor atoms to adopt substitutional lattice sites in the surface.[13, 20, 36] However, this anneal is highly undesirable as it provides a route for the desorption of the donors from the surface, and presents a major obstacle to the scale up to large-scale quantum technological devices.[21, 22] Arsine on germanium solves this problem, since the donor atoms are completely substitutionally incorporated into the surface spontaneously upon adsorption at room temperature, and no incorporation anneal is required.

Furthermore, we note that the incorporation of arsenic is rapid. We have performed arsine dosing in situ, allowing us to restart imaging <15 minutes after arsine exposure. We have not observed evidence for arsenic in any configuration other than As–Ge–H heterodimers. Moreover, in all cases, each As–Ge–H heterodimer is accompanied by two additional hydrogen atoms in the form of either a monohydride dimer, or two hemihydride dimers. This suggests that arsine dissociates and incorporates immediately on adsorption, without any surface diffusion. Thus, it can be anticipated that arsine will fully dissociate and incorporate into suitably defined lithographic patches with extremely high fidelity, as required for the fabrication of large-scale quantum technological devices, e.g., those involving large numbers of qubits.

Conclusion
We have presented a comprehensive understanding of the incorporation of arsenic into the germanium (001) surface due to the exposure to arsine at room temperature. This was achieved by providing excellent matches between the features we observe in our atomic-resolution STM data and the structures we calculated to be the most thermodynamically stable. The transitions between the observed structures and the frequencies with which they occur are naturally explained by our structural assignments and are consistent with the underlying surface chemistry. We have demonstrated that arsine fully dissociates on the germanium (001) surface at room temperature and results in the substitutional incorporation of arsenic into the surface layer. Our results are extremely significant in the context of atomic-scale donor device fabrication as they suggest a solution to the donor incorporation probability problem that currently severely limits the scale-up of phosphorus in silicon devices to large numbers of qubits. The next step toward conclusively demonstrating this is the spatially controlled incorporation of arsenic within lithographic patches and this is the subject of ongoing work in our laboratory.
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We report the discovery that arsenic atoms incorporate substitutionally into the (001) surface of germanium at room temperature when the surface is exposed to arsine (AsH$_3$). We observe several types of incorporated arsenic structures that differ only in the locations of the three adsorbed hydrogen atoms. Arsenic incorporation causes germanium ad-atoms to be released onto the surface. These results provide a path toward atomic-scale dopant devices in germanium with clear advantages over silicon.